LIVE WRIGHT
AWARDS
In 2009, the Live Wright Collaborative was developed as an advisory group for the
Minnesota Department of Health’s Statewide Health Improvement Partnership (SHIP) grant
and evolved to be much more. Our partners are dedicated to aligning work under the
overarching goal of reducing obesity in Wright County, with specific efforts focused on
healthy eating and active living. Live Wright is now comprised of health systems, schools,
community members, county employees, and many other organizations who work to better
our community across all age spans.
By acknowledging local efforts to actively increase physical activity, mental well-being,
healthy eating, and tobacco cessation we’ve developed Live Wright Awards to celebrate. The
following awards were introduced in 2018 by the collaborative and will be periodically
awarded to organizations going the extra mile to make a difference in our community.
Clear the Air - Awarded to those making efforts to eliminate exposure to
second hand smoke and create more tobacco free spaces.
Confidence and Clarity - Awarded to those increasing confidence and clarity
by empowering individuals to acknowledge, understand, and strengthen their
own mental well being.
Empowering Change - Awarded to employers for valuing the needs, physical
well-being, and mental wellness of their employees.
Grace in Aging - Awarded to organizations increasing access to activities to
decrease social isolation and sense of purpose in the lives of seniors.
Movement Matters - Awarded to schools for acknowledging physical activity as
an essential part of the growing mind and body.
As the Live Wright Collaborative, we value the commitment our community has to its
members and have immense respect and gratitude to those that live to serve. As one
organization, we cannot do it all, but with the help of others, we are able to have a lasting
impact on the health of Wright County.
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